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A special publication by the Auxiliary of University of Maryland Hospital, Inc.

Do You Want To Make A
Difference?
Y

Ou've seen it-a certain irony
that pervades these crazy times
in which we live. For every act of
selfishness, violence or ignorance is set
off by a complementary act of good-if
you look.
...California college kids drive across
country to help Missouri fanners they do
not know protect their homes from surging floods. A Baltimore lawyer spends his
lunchtimes making sandwiches in a soup
kitchen. An 81-year old grandmother
cuddles babies in a hospital nursery.
Everywhere you look, busy people
carving time from crowded schedules to
help others, for an hour or a day, each in
his or her own way determined to make a
difference.

H you'd like to contribute
..."a portion of yourself," let us know.
We invite you to call for information.
...Going Strong With A Little Help
From Onr Friends:
"Being in the Auxiliary is a way of making an impact for the Hospital and the
community that's a little different than
'just doing your job,''' says Liz Shire,
Auxiliary board secretary and assistant
director of volunteer services for the

and retirees from the community. All are
enthusiastic for the friends they've made
and the service they've given in what, for
more than a few, has been a lifetime of
contribution.
Take fanner School of Medicine
researcher and current president
Lorraine Fiset, Ph. D. She became
involved when she was asked years back
to develop a coloring book for young
patients. "One thing led to another," and
she's been active ever since.
Treasurer Nancy Brown came to
University in 1973 as director of volunteer services. She became an Auxilian
because "it's very important for a hospital to have an active Auxiliary...and, as an
employee, it was important for me to be a
Auxiiian Lorie Parer
helps visitors as a vol-

You Can Make a Difference Here. Now.
The Auxiliary of University of Maryland
Hospital is seeking enthusiastic volunteers willing to contribute their time,
talent and energy for the comfort and
well-being of patients and their
families.
For an hour a week or several hours
a month, you can pitch in on a projector design one and help raise money
to finance it. You can help plan, set
standards and make decisions affecting
patient care. Or work directly with
patients and their loved ones.
Numerous volunteer opportunities
Auxiliary-sponsored projects include
major renovations, like the lobby and
visitors' desk. And major donations,
often exceeding hundreds of thousands
of dollars. But our members also
contribute on a much smaUer, simpler
scale, as well-by decorating the lobby
during holidays, assisting with a fund
raiser or sitting with a patient in need of
company.
In more than a century of dedicated
service, Auxiliary members have shown
that large or small, successes have a
way of adding up. Sometimes, the
smallest things make the biggest
difference for patients, their families
and staff members.
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unteer at the
Hospital's main
information desk.
The information
desk and lobby were
recently renovated
thanks to a large gift
from the Auxiliary
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University of Maryland Medical System.
"I think a lot of people today want to do
something to make a difference and
often don't know how to focus that. With
hospitals becoming even more community based, the Auxiliary would seem to be
a logical place for people wanting to
make a difference."
With dedicated staff members busy
practicing medicine and focusing on individual jobs, the Auxiliary can step back
and think about the overall comfort and
well-being of the patients. As an
Auxiliary member, Shire says, " you can
be a part of setting those extra standards
for patient care."
Doing the essential work of the
organization
Auxilians join for as many reasons as
there are members. They stay because of
the difference their involvement makes.
Some are Hospital employees. Others
are professionals, technicians. teachers
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member. University Hospital has a lot
to offer, and it needs people like this to
do the nice things that can't be done
otherwise." Since retiring from volunteer
services, she continues to do the essential
work of the Auxiliary.
"The history of this Auxiliary is so rich,
I wanted to contribute in any way I could
to strengthen it." Thus motivated, June
Winkler, Auxilian and director of the
Hospital's volunteer services, joined four
years ago. Auxiliary members, she
explains, share values with the volunteer
office and often go through it for some
projects. Volunteer services is a separate
entity from the Auxiliary.
Grace Merlis has strengthened
Auxiliary service for 38 years. Of the
many Auxiliary-sponsored projects in
which she's taken an active part, Merlis
is particularly proud of one: "a room
furnished and built for parents of
children in Pediatric Intensive Care,"
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giving them some comfort during very
difficult times.
Betty Robinson, also now retired, is
Auxiliary vice president. Her position as
assistant to a hospital executive led to her
introduction to Auxiliary board members
and the valuable work they were doing.
She's been involved ever since.
Lorie Pater, Auxilian and a recruiter in
Human Resources for UMMS, says
simply: "The Auxiliary is the best kept
secret in the Hospital."
A logical place for people who want to
make a difference
Sharon Vogel wants to let everyone with

a desire to contribute in on the secret.
President -elect of a Michigan hospital

educational efforts, set policy, plan and
implement projects to serve our diverse
patient populations. We have the opportunities and the backing of the Hospital's
enormous resources to make things
work. We need more dedicated women
and men to help."
Who We Are. What We Do.
Fund Raising? Yes.

Every day, you see the results of our fund
raising efforts: The Hospital's beautifully
renovated lobby. The refurbished waiting
areas in radiology, the dental clinic and
physical therapy. New furnishings and
equipment for psychiatry.
The most visible of our activities is the
Gift Shop. Profits from sales in this busy

Auxilians are particularly proud of the
$125,000 pledge fulfilled in 1992 for renovating the Hospital lobby.
"Awarding gifts and grants each year
for projects that help patients gives us
great satisfaction," says President Fiset.
This year, profits from the Gift Shopalong with funds raised from gold and art
sales, bazaars, fashion shows, and raffles
-allowed the Auxiliary to award more
than $100,000 in grants to
• renovate and refurbish waiting and
reception areas in NeuroCare, the
dental clinic and several other areas of
the Hospital
• purchase furniture for the emergency
department and renovate a bereavement room

• buy furnishings, educational videos, an
intercom, toys and art for psychiatry
and psychiatric nursing
• develop a neurotrauma booklet
• partially fund a chemotherapy room
forOBIGYN.

A uxilians Lorriane
Fiset, Nancy Farmer;
Betty Robinson and

Lorie Pater examine
the fine handstuching
on a quilt that the

...And hands-on opportunities, too!

Auxiliary will raffle.

Perhaps you'd like to hug babies? Greet
patients, friends and newcomers to the
Hospital at the information desk?
Lead Hospital tours for children and
other groups? Or spend valuable time
with patients in need of comfort and
conversation?

auxiliary before moving to Baltimore, she
sees "boundless potential as the Board
evolves and becomes increasingly more
professional.
"Our vision is to expand our ranks by
including staff, department members and
community people. We need that mix to
understand what the Auxiliary can do,
how best to use its resources and how to
increase its contributions,"
New members can make enormous
contributions to the growth effort.
Professionals and others with retail experience could help run the Gift Shop, our
primary source of funds for projects, at
peak profitability and efficiency.
"If you're a cashier who'd like to
donate your know-how, we need you. If
you're a CPA, we need you too. If you're
a planner or decision maker, we welcome

your assistance on the board in carefully
guiding the monies from the Gift Shop
into the myriad projects we sponsor.
"We're also seeking people who can
help us reach out to the community in

shop make up a large part of the grants
the Auxiliary awards each year.
Recently, thanks to record sales and
profits, grants have ranged from several
hundred to several thousand dollars.

If you've got the time and the energy,
we've got the opportunities.
Just let us know your preferences, and
we'll put you to work in a place you'd
like, doing a job you want-where you
can make a real difference.
The fact is, while fund raising projects
remain a priority for the Auxiliary, memAuxilian Betty
Robinson assists a
young woman into
the Hospital.
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bers are also involved in all manner of
patient-oriented activities suited to their
particular interests and a given area's
needs.
Auxiliary members, says Allison
Wood, director of development for the
Cancer Center, "get involved in projects
that range from putting on holiday events
to providing services of every imaginable
type for patients. Some even opt for special training that allows them to work as
patient advocates or counselors."
Once a year, members get together to
celebrate. During a gala luncheon, volunteers are recognized for their seLflessgifts
of time and personal resources.
And a number choose to support the
committees that keep things going.
There's plenty of work here if you'd like
to recruit new volunteers, raise money,
review and fund grant requests or manage the bread-and-butter record-keeping
operations that keep every organization
running smoothly.
Whatever you choose to do, in
whatever comer of the Hospital you
choose to do it, for whatever single
project or ongoing activity, you have a
place in the Auxiliary. For every contribution you make supports our patients and
improves our Hospital.
Looking ahead
You can be an active participant in any of
the fund raisers or other activities listed
above. Or you can try on new activities
planned for the future.
We're looking to broaden our
scope by
• increasing our fund raising activities, as
we continue to support much-needed
projects the Hospital is financially
unable to fund
• expanding our presence in the
Hospital.

Auxilian Nancy
Farmer plays with a
young patient who
is undergoing treatment at the Hospital.
The Auxiliary has
provided several
grants to Maryland's
Hospital for
Children for items
that make hospital
stays easier for
children and their
parents.

bership is a goLden opportunity to donate
some of your time "close to home." For
those who do not work for the Hospital
but would like to participate in its life,
you're welcome, also.
As a member of the Auxiliary, you'll
find boundless opportunities to initiate
change, set new standards and make a
visible difference.
Your commitment?
A little time for a lot of satisfaction.
These days, of course, many of our
volunteers hold down full- or part-time
jobs. We know time is precious. So we've
made schedules flexible to accommodate
our volunteers' work and personal

How do you benefit?
"There's a certain amount of power
and money involved in membership,"
says President Fiset. "Just vote it, and get
the project done."
Then, too, you, as an UMMS employee, often see firsthand the needs in your
department for which there are no budgeted funds. That, explains Liz Shire, "is
Auxiliary president

Lorraine Fiset, right,
helps a customer in
rhe gift shop choose
the perfecr stuffed
animal. The gift shop
is anorher of rhe
many renovation
projects that have
been funded by rhe
Auxiliary.

Explore The Benefits
of Membership
Who can volunteer?
Men and women of all ages who want to
take an active part in the life of the
University of Maryland Hospital and
who share the Auxiliary's longstanding
commitment to philanthropy and good
works.
We welcome UMMS current or
retired employees as well as members of
the larger Baltimore community.
For you who know us bestUniversity's employees-Auxiliary
mem-

own schedule.
You'll be asked to commit as little as
50 hours a year and pay annual dues of
$25. You can devote all your time to one
project or extend your hours over the
year. Meetings and committee membership are included in the 50 hours.

commitments.
As a volunteer for the Auxiliary,
you'll choose the activity or project that
best suits your own unique interests,
talents and background. Then, set your

another reason to join the Auxiliary. You
participate in making decisions about
how funds are allocated through the
Hospital and in the department." You
can also have an impact on future plans.
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What's more, with an increasing number of employees taking UMMS comprehensive coverage, Ms. Shire believes you
and your family will have a real stake in
seeing that all the Auxiliary-sponsored
improvements take place.
Nancy Farmer, Auxilian and director of
development for Pediatrics, takes a global
view of the benefits of Auxiliary membership. It gives you "more of an overview of
what's going on in the whole hospital and
on the campus, so you take more pride in
where you're working." While Auxilians
often focus on their particular work area,
there is also, she says, a greater sense of
"ownership" in the institution as a whole.
•••1bink satisfaction, plain and simple
The ultimate benefit of being an
Auxiliary member is the "satisfaction of

seeing projects that have made patients
and their families and visitors more comfortable," says Fiset.
That, after all, has been and remains
the mission of this venerable Auxiliary.
We invite you to become an active
participant in this vital organization, to
join us as we grow, diversify and move
into the 21st century-with over 100
years of conunitment and service as a
foundation.

Auxilians Lorie Pater,Belly Robinson and
Nancy Farmer show off the beautiful quilt that
will be raffled this year.

Over 100 Years of Service
The Auxiliary of University of Maryland
Hospital is the second oldest in the
country, founded in 1887. Throughout
the decades, during rapidly changing
times, the Auxiliary has kept pace,
never losing sight of its essential
mission-s-service to the Hospital and the
community.
At a time when suffragettes were
beginning their struggle for women's
rights, the Auxiliary began with a
less-than-lofty request from some local
physicians. Could local women help in
the "domestic administration" of the
Lying-In Hospital, an annex of the main
Hospital?
Initially, this request translated to the
women caring for the linens and moni~----------------- ------------ ----------- ---------- ----------

taring supplies.
Rapidly, however, these daily helpers
became indispensable. In May 1889, professor Julian J. Chisholm suggested that
the volunteers become an organized
board of "Lady Managers." Thus, the
Women's Auxiliary Board of Lady
Managers was formally established in
1890. Its work was extended to benefit
the entire Hospital-primarily
"to assist
in the charity work for the free patients."
With no Medicare or Medicaid, the
poor were in desperate need of care.
University physicians donated their
time, but there was a great demand, and
money was scarce.
Thus, the board moved quickly from
changing linens to holding benefits.
-------- ----------- ---------- --------------------

i For more information about becoming an Auxilian,
i form or call the Volunteer Office at 328-5600.

To Apply For Membership:
Please complete the tear-off form below.
For more information on opportunities in the Auxiliary, please call the volunteer office at 328-5600.

Through their fUiid raising efforts, they
provided blankets, linens, china, and
sometimes furnished hospital rooms for
the poor.
In addition to meeting the material
needs of the "free patients," the board
members visited the wards regularly to
comfort and encourage the sick.
Keeping paee
Much has changed since the Auxiliary's
inception. Yet, its mission continues
unchanged: provide support for
the Hospital and contribute to the
well-being and comfort of the patients
and their loved ones.
As long as there are patients and
families in need of help, members
agree unanimously, the Auxiliary will
be there to serve. Just as it has for
over 100 years.

----------,

please complete the following
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The Auxiliary of
University of Maryland Hospital, Inc.
22 South Greene Street, Box No. 205
Baltimore, Maryland 21201-1595
Phone:
Volunteer Office 410 328-5600

